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Let K/F be a finite cyclic extension with Galois group r of order m, F the 
quotient field of a Dedekind domain R, n the maximal order of FT. We study 
the Rg-representations afforded by ambiguous ideals ‘11 of K. Suppose K re- 
sembles the prime power degree subfields of Q(’ 1/i), I prime; then we have an 
explicit description of A ~~~ ‘II in terms of n @an Ox and the ramification 
of K/F. 
The key idea is to form the Kummer extension Kk/k, k = F(” 1/i), again 
unramified at all primes dividing m. In the local case where k = Q,(” z/i), 
m = p*, we describe elements x of k such that the extension k(x’/“)/k is un- 
ramified and cyclic of degree m. 
Let K/F be a finite abelian extension with Galois group T; F has 
characteristic zero and is the quotient field of a Dedekind domain R all 
of whose residue fields are finite. We assume pR is a maximal ideal for all 
rational primes p dividing the order m of T and that divisors of m are 
unramified in K/F. We will study in this paper the structure of ambiguous 
ideals 9l of K viewed as Rrr-modules. Some additional hypotheses will be 
imposed later. 
Let A be the maximal order of the group ring Fn; we investigate the 
easier /1 OR,, ‘% rather than ‘% itself. In Section 2 it is shown that /Il @RT % 
is closely related to the classical resolvents derived from characters of V. 
Cyclic extensions K/F of degree m are crossed with k = F(” d/i), and we 
recall in Section 1 how some of the properties of K/F are reflected in 
k*/k*“. In Section 3 an explicit calculation of A OR,, ‘% is made in the 
case when K/F is cyclic of prime power order and any ramified prime of 
K/F ramifies totally. 
*This research was partially supported by the Institute for Advanced Study 
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Section 4 gives an explicit description of /3 E QV(nn d/T), n > 1, p an 
odd prime, such that the adjunction of the p”-th root of p gives an 
unramified extension of degree p”. 
1. CROSSING WITH CYCLOTOMIC EXTENSIONS 
Let R be a Dedekind domain with quotient field F of characteristic 
zero; we assume all residue fields of R are finite. Fix a natural number m 
and assume for each rational prime p dividing m that pR is a maximal 
ideal of R. Prime will mean nonzero prime ideal. We will write u (or w) 
both for a prime and the corresponding normalized exponential valuation. 
The above hypotheses will be in force throughout this paper. The following 
proposition is well known. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. The cyclotomic polynomial Q,(x) is irreducible 
over F. If 5 is a primitive m-th root of 1, then R[Q is the integral closure 
of R in F(c). A prime of R ramifies in R[<] if and only if it divides m. 
Let W be the group of all m-th roots of 1, k = the field F(W). The 
Galois group G(k/F) g (Z/mZ!)* by the formula s,(c) = p, 5 E W, which 
defines an automorphism of k for all integers a prime to m. 
DEFINITION. Let w  be a prime of k. An element x E k is w-primary 
for m if the extension k(xlkm)/k is unramified at w. 
A necessary condition that a prime w  of k be unramified in k(x’l”)/k 
is w(x) = 0 (mod m). This condition is sufficient if w  does not divide m. 
DEFINITION. A subgroup E of k*/k *m is said to be of Type m if condi- 
tions (a)-(c) hold: 
(a) E is a cyclic group of order m. 
For every element x mod k*n” of E, x E k, we have 
(b) xsa-a E k*” for all s, E G(k/F). 
(c) The element x is w-primary for m, all primes w  of k dividing m. 
Remark. Statements (b) and (c) are independent of the element of k 
representing the coset x mod k*m. 
DEFINITION. Let L/F be a Galois extension with k/F a Galois sub- 
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extension. We say L/F is decomposed over k if there exists a subextension 
K/F linearly disjoint from k over F such that the composite K . k = L. 
If x E k represents a coset generating a cyclic subgroup E of order m 
in k*lk*m, we denote by k(E) the well-defined field k(xl/“). 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Suppose a subgroup EC k*lk*m is of Type m. Then 
L = k(E) is decomposed over k. In fact take for the field K of the last 
definition the intersection of the inertia fields with respect to L/F of the 
primes of R dividing m. The extension K/F is cyclic of degree m and tamely 
ram$ed. 
Proof. By part (a) of the definition of Type m, L/k is a cyclic extension 
of degree m; by (b) L/F is an abelian extension (of degree mF(m)). Thus 
we can speak of the inertia field of a prime of R in L and even of the 
inertia field of a rational prime p if p divides m. 
In this paragraph take p dividing m. Write I, for the inertia group of p 
with respect to the extension L/F. The prime p has ramification index 
q~(p~) in k when m = l7p” *. By the construction of K every prime dividing 
m is unramified in the extension K/F. It is easy to see that some prime 
divisor of m ramifies in every extension N # F such that F C N C k. Thus 
K n k = F. The primes of k above m are unramified in L/k by (c). It 
follows that 1, has order q~(p”o). 
It remains to show K. k = L. The degree (L : K) < q(m) since K is 
the fixed field of the group join of the subgroups I,, all p 1 m; further 
(Kk : K) = (k : F) = y(m). So L/F is decomposed over k by K; by 
restriction G(L/k) z G(K/F), G(L/K) r G(kIF). Since K/F is a normal 
extension of degree m in which prime divisors of m are unramified, K/F 
is tamely ramified. Q.E.D. 
Conversely suppose we are given a cyclic extension K/F of degree m in 
which the prime divisors of m are unramified, so K n k = F. Let 
rr = G(K(W)/k) g G(KIF). For a character 4 of 7 and x E K form the 
resolvent 
(x, +} = 1 tjqa-1)x0 E K(W). 
OE7r 
One checks 
a, 4) = (x0, 4) = ~(4(X~ $), UErr (1) 
and 
s&7 4) = <x9 w, (a, m) = 1. (4 
Let Ker # in r be the kernel of r/,4’ the faithful character of the quotient 
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group rr/Ker (b induced from 4, K* = subfield of K fixed by Ker #J, 
m(4) = the order of $, and k6 = F(m(@) di). Then (S = trace homo- 
morphism) 
(x, 4) = 1 b’Cu-l) &IK&)U (3) 
summation over ZJ E n/Ker 4 s G(K,/F). Let d(x), x E K, be the deter- 
minant of the matrix with rows the pn cyclic permutations of the m-tuple 
x, x00 )...,. xc-’ where u0 generates n. It is known d(x) = 17(x, #J), product 
over all characters 4 of 7r; further the elements {x”}, Q E 7~, are a F-basis 
of K if and only if &XY) # 0 if and only if (x, 4) Z 0 for all characters 
c# of 7r. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Given a cyclic extension K/F of degree m in wlzich 
no prime divisor of m ramzjies. Let (x0), Q E rr, be a F-basis of K and 4 
a character of rr of order d. The element (x, 4)” mod k$” generates a 
Type d subgroup of k,*/kgd independent of choice of normal F-basis of K 
and character of 7~ of order d. The subextension K6 of K/F is the intersection 
of the inertia fields with respect to K&k&/F of the primes of R dividing d. 
Proof. If (x’o} is another F-basis of K, then (x’, $><x, 4)-l E k6*. 
Also (x, @)(x, $)-” E k,* for all integers a. 
Equations (1) and (3) and the hypothesis on x imply that (x, 4)” taken 
modulo kzd generates a cyclic subgroup of order d. Set L6 = K,k, . For 
integers a prime to d, (x, I$)+~ is fixed by G(L,/k,). Thus (a) and (b) 
hold. 
The extension Ll/km is unramified at primes dividing d. But 
4 = Mb, 4)) so (c) holds. Let K,, be the intersection of the inertia 
fields with respect to L,/F of the primes of R dividing d. The argument 
used in the proof of Proposition 1.2 shows (4 : K,) = rp(d). Now K+ is 
contained in the inertia field with respect to Lb/F of each prime of R 
dividing d, so Km C KO ; therefore K* = K,, since (Ld : Km) = q(d). 
2. INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS AND RESOLVENTS 
Let rr be a finite abelian group of order m; in this section we fix a 
character $ of rr of order say m($) and set km = F(m(+) z/i), 8, = the 
integral closure of R in k* . Let P be a Rn-module and define the map 
by y + m(1 0 y), y E P. We see that i is Rx-linear where 7r acts on S, by 
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ox = &0)x, u E n-, x E s, ; the image i(P) is S, ORa mP. Note that the 
map i factors as i = h 0 g (write @ for @JR) 
where g(y) = CoE,, r#~(c+) @ y”, y E P, and h is the canonical map. Both g 
and h are Rr-linear where u E 7r acts on S, @ P by u(x @ y) = OX @ y. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let P be an Rrr-module such that F @ P = F?r and 
P is R-torsion free. Then h restricted to g(P) defines an isomorphism 
g(P) - i(P). 
Proof. It suffices to show dim, F @g(P) = dim, F 0 i(P), since 
S, @ P is R-torsion free. Write k = k6 , S = S, . 
FromF@S=kandF@mP=F?rwehave 
F@i(P) = F@(S@,,mP) 
=k&Fvr=k 
and dim, k = rp(m(+)). 
On the other hand consider the composite of F-linear maps 
where the first arrow is given by g extended to Fzr and the second, an 
isomorphism, is obtained from x @y -+ xy, x E k, y E FT. Define 
e6 = l/m ILIT +(u-‘) u, an idempotent of krr. The image of FIT under the 
composition of maps above is (FIT) e, # (0). It follows that (Fn) e, is 
isomorphic to k4 and dim, F @g(P) = v(m(+)). Q.E.D. 
Let K/F be a Galois extension with G(K/F) = a finite abelian group z- 
and PC K a Rrr-module with FP = K. Assume the primes dividing the 
order of 7~ are unramified in K, so for each 4 the composite 
K * k+ z k6 OF K. In Section 1 we defined. the resolvent (y, 4) E Kkm 
for y E K. Note the Galois action of ?r on <P. 4) agrees with that on 
g(P) C S, 0 P. This yields the corollary: 
COROLLARY. <P,+) is Rvisomorphic to S, &, P. 
Let X be a complete set of irreducible mutually inequivalent and not 
G-conjugate representations of the group r in an algebraic closure of F, 
where G = G(F(*di)/F) and h = exponent of r. The field km is the 
smallest extension in which the representation I$ E X exists. Then Fr is 
isomorphic to l7k* , product over 4 E X. Further u E n acts on x E k6 by 
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ax = &u)x. The maximal order (1 of FT is isomorphic to ZZS, , 4 E X. 
Hence for a Z&-module P, /1 &, P m ES6 OR,, P, summation over 
#J E x. 
In summary: Given a Rr-module P in an extension K/F described 
above we can compute rl OR,, P via the images of P under the resolvents 
for characters #I E X. 
3. CALCULATION OF RESOLVENTS 
Let K/F be a finite abelian extension of order m in which prime divisors 
of rn are unramified, n = G(K/F), 4 a character of 7~. Under some addi- 
tional conditions we will compute @I, (b), Fu a primitive ambiguous ideal 
of K; compare [9, Chapter 51. We shall restrict ourselves to 7 cyclic 
and 4 a faithful character throughout this section; by (3) this is no loss 
of generality. Set k = F(mdi), L = K . k, kd = F(d d/T), for ddividing m. 
Let S = integral closure of R in k. 
As in [2, 91 if a nonzero x E L(4), where 
L(4) = {x E L 1 ax = $(u)x for all 0 E G(L/k)), 
then P = b E k; the principal ideal (b) can be written as 
(4 = 44) Z(W (4) 
where Z(4) is a fractional ideal and J($) is an m-th power free integral 
ideal of k. The ideal J(4) and the ideal class of Z(4) depend only on 4. 
Now write J(4) as the product 
where the Ji(+) are integral ideals, squarefree and coprime, i = 1,. . . , m - 1. 
If x E L(4), then s,x E L(F) for a prime to m. It follows that s,Z(4) = I(@) 
and sn.Zi(+4) = J,(e), i = l,..., m - 1 for a prime to m. 
DEFINITION. Given an integer i define i by i s i (mod m), 0 < i < m. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For a prime to m and 1 < i < nt - 1 
Proof. For nonzero x E L($) compare the decompositions of the 
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principal ideals generated by the m-th power of the two elements xa and 
sax in L(p). 
COROLLARY. Let d = m/(m, i). Zf i and j are integers between 1 and 
m - 1 such that (i, m) = (j, m), then the ideals Ji($) and Jj(+) are G(k,/F)- 
conjugates. Zf Ji($) # S, then sdfixes Ji($) if and only if a = 1 (mod d). 
We fix i and 4, and describe Ji($). Suppose a prime w  of k divides 
Ji($) and a + 1 (mod d), (d = m/(m, i)), then s,w I s,J,(q4). Since 
s,Ji(+) # Ji($) and the Ji(d), i = l,..., m - 1, are relatively prime, we 
have s,w # w. That is, the decomposition group D, of w  with respect to 
k/F is contained in G(k/k,). Also if w  1 Ji(4) and v’ = w  n kd , we find 
V’S [ Ji(d). It is clear from the corollary that all the primes of k which 
divide J;(#) and v = w  n F have been determined. 
Let v be a prime of R not dividing m and w  / Y a prime of k; let e, 
(resp. e,) be the ramification index of v in K/F (respectively, w  in L/k). We 
have e, = e, , so for all s E G(k/F), esW = e, . 
For some b E k, L = k(b’/“). We write w  also for the normalized 
valuation w: k* --+ Z corresponding to the prime w. For w  r m, it is 
known (e.g. [l, p. 921) that 
e, = m/Cm, w(b)). 
We can choose b E k such that xm = b, x E L($), L = k(x). Thus the 
prime w  { m has ramification index e, > 1 in L/k if and only if w  divides 
Ji($) (for exactly one i such that 1 < i < m - 1) and m/(m, i) = eW . 
We have established the proposition: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let v be a prime of R, v f m. Zf e, = 1, then J(q%) is 
prime to v. Zf e, > 1, then for some prime w I v, w in k, we have w I J,,,,(4) 
and J(4) localized at v is PS. Here v’ = w n k,* and 0 E ZG(k,“/F) is 
given by 
(5) 
summation over a prime to e, and 1 < a < e, . 
Let {x,,~}, a E 7~, x0 E K, be a normal F-basis of K and define the F-linear 
mapf: K-+ k by 
f(x) = (x, +xX0, $>-‘3 XEK 
where 4 is still a faithful character of n. Note f(0,) is a fractional 
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k-ideal, where OK is the integral closure of R in K. Since (x,, , 4) E L(4), 
we can write as in (4) 
Let O,(qb) = L(4) n OL , a rank 1 S-module. We will use the module 
index [A4 : N], a fractional A-module, defined for A-lattices M, N of a 
finite dimensional vector space CT over the field of quotients of a Dedekind 
domain A [I, p. IO]. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let # be a faithful character of n-. O,($) and I,(d) 
are isomorphic S-modules; if all the divisors in S of mS are principal ideals, 
then f (0,) and O,(d) are isomorphic. 
Proof. From [2, Theorem 3.11 O,(yb) and Z,,(4) are isomorphic. 
Obviously (0,) d> and f (0,) are isomorphic. If x E L(4), then an easy 
computation shows 
This gives mOL($) C (0, , 4) C O,(4). Thus (set A = S in the module 
index) [O,(4) : (0,) +)] divides [O,(4) : mO,($)] = mS. If the divisors 
of mS are principal, then [O,( 4) : (0, , 4)] is principal, hence f (0,) and 
O,(4) are isomorphic. 
Remark 1. If m = p”, n 3 1, p a prime, then mS is a power of the 
prime ideal (1 - [), 5 a p rimitive m-th root of I, so all divisors of mS 
are principal. 
Remark 2. We also have mZ,,($) C f (0,) C I,(#). 
Remark 3. If x0 E OK generates a normal R-basis of 0,) then 
f CO,) = s. 
Remark 4. By analytic methods, namely the decomposition of Gauss 
sums into products of prime ideals, one can in some cases show I,,($) = S. 
For example take R = Z, K the subextension of order m = p”, n 3 1 
and p prime, of Q(“di), I some prime = 1 (modp”). Let x0 = the trace 
from Q(’ di) to K of a primitive I-th root of 1. Then x, generates a normal 
Z-basis of OK. In the field k = Q(""di) we have 
((x0 ) +)p") = J(4) = lP, 
where w  is a prime of k above E and 0 E ZG(k/Q) is given by (5); note 
v = lZ, e,/m = 1. The case n = 1 is given in [6, Sections 107-1081. 
An ambiguous ideal of K is an ideal which is a r-module under Galois 
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action. A prime v of R extends to the ideal say g(v)“u of OK , e, the ramifica- 
tion index of v. Any integral ambiguous ideal may be written uniquely 
as b%[, , ‘&, = ITg(v)Q, 0 < n, < e, , b an ideal of R. Aprimitive ambiguous 
ideal of K has the form IIg(v)‘+. We will computef(%) when m is a prime 
power and any ramified prime in K/F ramifies totally. With the above 
notationsf(9I) = bf(cL[,) sincefis R-linear, so we consider only primitive 
ambiguous ideals of K. 
THEOREM 1. Let K/F be a cyclic extension of degree m = pn, n > 1 
and p prime, in which any ramtjied prime is totally ramified and the prime 
divisors of p are unramtjied in K. Let ‘2I = I?g(vp be a primitive ambiguous 
ideal of K. For 4 faithful 
f(9l) = f(0,) Lh(p~), 
product taken over all ramified primes v in K/F, and where w, is the prime 
of k dividing v and J,(4), u(n,) E ZG(k/F), 
uh) = Z~GJ ~2, 
cdn,) = 1 + KG - a - WI; 
the summation is over a prime to p, 1 < a < p”. 
Proof. We noted that if v f m the decomposition field of v in k/F 
contains the subextension k,. . Hence if e, = m, v splits completely in k. 
Let w  be the unique prime of k above v such that w  I J,(4), w’ the unique 
prime of L such that w’ 1 w. Then x E ‘?l implies (x, 4) E (II&‘w’)R” 
implies 
(x, 4)” E (IIs,~w’)~~~ n k = (I~s,~w)**. 
And ((x, $)m) = (f(x) I,($)-l)m J(d). Thus the ideal (ITs;‘w)” contains 
(NW 4,(W)” J(+). 
Let qv = Card(R/vR) = Card(S/wS) if e, > 1. Now 
nq: = (OX: ‘W = (f(O~):f(~))Wr(f I OK): Ker(f I a)) (6) 
and f(0,) = .&,(+)(l - <)“, i > 0, 5 = primitive p”-th root of 1 (use 
Remark 2). Writef(2I) =f(O,) wu(n*)b, where b is an integral ideal of S 
prime to v, u(n,) = Zac,(nV) s;’ with non-negative coefficients c&t,) E Z 
to be determined next. 
We have shown 
(17,s;1,,,)nv 1 (1 - [)im b”J($) wm=.zc.(nv)s~l; 
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here J(+) = w@, Q = &as;‘. S ince (1 - 5) and b are prime to u, we get 
n, < mcdn,) + a, 
SO 
The symbol [x] denotes the greatest integer < the real number X. 
It is clear that the kernel off: K-t k contains KO, the subextension 
of K/F of degree p”-l. Since the dimension over F of f(K) = k is 
pn-l(p - I), we have Ker f = K, . The exponent in Cu n K, of the ramified 
prime of K,, above u is 1 + [(n, - 1)/p] [12, Proposition 1.11, so 
(Ker(f / OK): Ker(f 1 91)) = fl&,+;t[(n’-1)‘81. 
By (6) its suffices to prove the lemma below (replace n,, - 1 by ,j). 
LEMMA. Let j and n be integers, n > 1. Then 
j - [j/PI = 9Xpn) + &[(j - a)/p”l, (7) 
summation over a prime to p, 1 < a < p”. 
Proof. Write j = bp” + r, 0 < r < p+l. We have 
j - [j/PI = Mp”) + r - [r/PI. 
The number of integers a prime to p such that 1 < a < r is r - [r/p]. 
Thus the right-hand side of (7) equals 
(b + 1) F(P”) + ZKr - a)/~“3 = Cb + 1) q,(p’“) - (y4p”) - Cr - [r/PI)) 
= j - ]j/pl. 
COROLLARY. Let 9I = 17g(v)n* be a primitive ambiguous ideal of the 
extension K/F. S is an Rrr-module by 9, i.e., ux = $(0)x, u E n, x E 5’. Then 
product over some one w dividing all v ramljied in K/F. In particular, if ‘u 
has a normal R-basis, the S-ideal I,,($) l7~~(~+~) is principal. 
Proof. Since m is a prime power, f (0,) s I,(+). By Section 2 
s ORV ‘U rf(%). 
Remark 1. By the above corollary we can explicitly calculate (1 oRn $3 
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when for every character 4 of rr = G(L/k), 4 has prime power order and 
any prime ramified in K Ker+/F is totally ramified there. 
Remark 2. If m is not a prime power, then Kerf is a F-subspace of K, 
but not a field. One would need another way of determining Ker(f 1 ‘8). 
We return to the example given in Remark 4 after Proposition 3.3. 
Let P be the unique prime of K above I, 2I = Pj, j = 1 + [m/2]. By the 
theorem, for integers a prime to p, 
Gz([e4 + 1) = i :, 
1 d a d bd21 
[m/2] < a G m. 
Thus ~(1 + [m/2]) = Z’ se’, where Za’ denotes summation over a prime 
top, 1 < a < [m/2]. Since Z[ldi] and (1 - @E+l)p, 5 a primitive I-th root 
of 1, have normalZ-bases [12, Prop. 1.111, 0, and (1 - 1)(1+1)/2 n K = Pj 
have normal Z-bases. Every ideal class of k = Q(pnl/i) contains an ideal 
of first degree; vary the prime I = 1 (modpll) to get that (from Remark 4 
and the above) 0 and Z’s;’ both annihilate the ideal class group of k. 
In view of this the identity in ZG, G = G(k/Q), p odd, is not surprising 
Z’s,-l - (I/p”)(s, - 2) Z,as;l = Zasa , 
where Z, is summation over a prime to p, 1 < a < pW, 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let K/F be a cyclic extension of prime degree p in 
which all primes of R dividing p are unramified. Assume that every nonzero 
cow of S/U - 0, 5 a P rimitive p-th root of 1, contains a unit of S, and 
OK has a normal R-basis x,, with ((x0 , #)p) = J(4). Let T = set ofprimes 
of R ram$ed in K/F. Let 9l = IlP? be a primitive ambiguous ideal of K, 
P, 1 v E T, w, the prime of k above v dividing J,(b), 4 a faithful character 
of 7. If the ideal of R given below is principal, namely 
~vl+[(FZ,-l)/Pl = (b), 
b E R, and ~jfIIw$~~’ = (/?), /3 E S, then VI has a normal R-basis. 
Proof. By hypothesis there is a unit e E S such that Be = b 
(mod(1 - 5)). Since S KIF(~O) is a unit of R, we may assume SKIF(x,) = + 1. 
Now 
<x0 , 4) - &,,(x,) = q+(+) - 1) x0” E (1 - 0 0, - 
Hence (x0 , 4) = 1 (mod(1 - 5) 0,) and so 
OL = (x,, , 4) /?e E b (mod@ - 5) 0,). 
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Thus ,SL&a) = (p - 1)b + (1 - 6) y, y E OL . Since the ideal 
(1 - 5) OL n OK is the product of all primes of K above p, 
The Rrr-submodule of OK generated by x has discriminant det2(x). It 
is well known that det(x) = 17(x, #), product over all p characters of V. 
For a prime top, (x, @> = s,((xO , 4) se), also SKiF(x) = b; thus 
From Theorem 1, if P, 1 u E T, then P,’ jl (N&(x,, #I) /3)), where 
r = (l/2) p(p - 1) + p.Z&n,). By the Lemma after Theorem 1 
&c&r,) = 12, - 1 - [(n, - 1)/p]. 
Thus (det2(x)) = 17v2~*+p-l. Since the discriminant of ?I over F is 
NKIF(5X)2 DKiF = (17~~“~)(17vp-~), it remains to show x E PI. 
The element b E ‘3 since ~(1 + [(n, - 1)/p]) 3 n, . We also need 
S&OI) E 3, 01 = (x0 , 4) Be. For a prime w  of L, let wlw /I 0l0,. and if 
u E T, set I, = min(rzo}, minimum of all w  1 v. From the ramification of v 
in L, we see SLIK(~) E P’w. It remains to show r, > n, , zl E T. From 
Theorem 1 for some 1 < a < p, a prime top, 
rc = a + P(l + [(n, - 1 - a)/pl)- 
Let j = n, - 1. Clearly 1 + [(j - a)/~] 3 (j - a + 1)/p. Hence 
a + ~(1 + Kj - ~/PI) 3 .i + 1 
as required. 
4. UNRAMIFIED EXTENSIONS OF Qp(P"di) 
From a cyclic extension K/F of order m unramified at all primes dividing 
m we obtained in Section 1 the Kummer extension L = Kk of k again 
unramified at all primes dividing m. A criterion for k($/p)/k to be 
unramified at primes dividing p, k a finite algebraic number field, is given 
in [5, Theorem 1191, [3, Part II, Section 91. Also see Proposition 4.1. 
For a fixed odd primep and positive integer n, set m = pn and k = the 
field Q,(Wi). The field k has a unique unramified (cyclic) extension of 
degree m, say k(/31im), /I E k; j3 is determined mod k*m. Our aim is to 
describe explicitly such /I mod k*m by congruences and Galois auto- 
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morphisms of k as suggested by Iwasawa. Using generalized powers, 
Hasse [4] gives another description of such /3. 
We introduce notation: Let u be the normalized exponential valuation 
of k, p the maximal ideal of k, and kO = Qg(pdi). Further let 
G = G(k/Q,) g (Z/mZ)*, W = the group of m-th roots of 1 in k, 
r = G(k/k,), d = the subgroup of G of order p - 1, The group G is 
generated by say r, where if 5 E W, c = <“, c an integer; r is generated 
by s~+~ (where <“a = p, 5 E W, a p rime to p as before). For i > 1 let 
Vi = {x E k 1 u(x - 1) > i}. The members of the decreasing sequence of 
multiplicative groups Ui are modules over the ring E, of p-adic integers, 
and even &G-modules. 
Remark 1. If L is a finite unramified extension of k, then L/Q, is 
a normal and even abelian extension. In fact let A4 be the unramified 
(cyclic) extension of Q, of degree (L : k). Then L = Mk, M n k = Q, , 
and G(L/Q,) = G(M/Q,) x G. Recall that an extension k(/3’/“‘), /? E k, 
is abelian over Q, if and only if 87 E p (mod k*“). 
Remark 2. Now let L be the maximal abelian extension of k of 
exponent m such that the extension L/Q, is abelian. By local class field 
theory the finite abelian extensions of Q, correspond in a one-one way 
to subgroups of finite index of Q,* = (p) x V x 1 + pZ, , V the 
group of (p - I)-st roots of 1 in Q, . The extension k corresponds to 
the subgroup 
it follows that G(L/K) is the direct product of two cyclic groups of order m. 
The unramified extension k(/3l/*) we are seeking and the field k(““‘di) 
are disjoint over k and their composite is L. 
Remark 3. Since k(xll”)/k unramified, x E k, implies v(x) = 0 
(mod m), we need consider only x E U, the units of k, and actually only 
xE&sinceU=Vx U,andVCk*““. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Take k = k, and suppose j3 E U, . k(p’lP)/k is 
unramified if and only if/l E U, ; further the extension is of degreep if and 
only if/3 $ U,,, (since U,,, = (U$) (See [l, p. 3531). 
Remark 4. By Proposition 4.1 and Remark 1, if x E U, and m = p, 
then XI 3 xc (mod k*p). 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Take k # k, . The norm map Nklk, induces by 
passage to quotients an isomorphism of groups Ul+2~p--1~/U~D -+ UP ‘/U&1 , 
{Vi’} the filtration on the unit group of k, . 
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Proof. For j > 1, let kjLl = Q*(p’d/t), vi the normalized valuation of 
kj , nj the prime ideal of k, , and Ni (respectively, Sj) the norm (respec- 
tively, trace) map from kj to kj-1 . We descend from kj to kj_l until k,, 
is reached. 
If x E pji, i > 0, then [lo, p. 911 
Ndl + .Y) = 1 + So + N,(x) (mod Sj(uTi)). (8) 
We know p:“(p-‘) is the different of kj/kj-, and [lo, p. 911 Sj(pji) = pyeI, 
r = [( pi( p - 1) + i)/p], when [x] denotes the largest integer s: the real 
number X. 
Take x E kj, j 2 1, tlj(x) = i > 0. Then VjP,(Nj(X)) = i and 
Cj_,(Sj(X)) 2 r. Set Nj(1 + x) = 1 + y, y E kj-1 . We consider separately 
the cases j > 1 and j = 1. Suppose j > 1 and let {U[} be the filtration 
on the unit group of kj-1. If Us = 1 + 2(p - 1) (respectively, =2p). 
we find from (8) that Uj-r(y) = 1 t 2(p - 1) (respectively. =2p). Hence 
Nj induces an isomorphism 
u 1+2(P-l)loT3~ - U;;2b-1,IGll . 
Take j = 1. If v,(x) = 1 + 2(p - I), V,,(J) :a p; if Do = 2p, 
z:& J) > p + 1. Thus NI induces a homomorphism N,’ 
Since Sl(p:+2(g-1)) = pop and S,(p2,“) = pOp+‘, there exists x E k, , 
L’~(x) = 1 + 2(p - I), such that v,(S,(x)) = p. Then by (8) with 
1 + J = NI( 1 + x), v,(y) = p, so N,’ is an isomorphism. 
For an integer i, 0 < i < p - 1, define the idempotent ei E Z,A by 
ei = (l/(p - 1)) ZJ+S(U)-I, 
summation over u E V (v no longer denotes a prime). where the auto- 
morphism s(v) E A is defined by 58(8) = iv, for 5 E W. Let .$ = ,J?~u.~;~ E HG. 
summation over integers a prime to p such that 1 :< a < pn and let 
LEMMA 1. In Z,G, 
(/(p - 1) = [‘e, (mod&G). 
Proof. A residue class a mod p”, (a, p) = I, is represented uniquely 
by the element 
(1 +p)i modpTZ x wj modp 
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with i mod p@-l, j mod p - 1, w  an integer which is a primitive root mod p. 
Now 
(l/(p - 1)) &s(u)-1 = (I/(p - I)) L=‘lv’s,j (mod PZ,~ 
and it follows 
(l/(p - 1)) &&s,l = (Z(1 + p>” S&)(Ul(P - 1)) z’wis,9 (mod PZ,~ 
as claimed. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose x E k is in Uj - Uj+l, j 3 1 and j = 1 (modp - 1). 
Then 
Proof. For 0 E Z&G, x E U, , we will write both Ox and x@. Since Vi 
is a &G-module, xel E Uj . Write x = 1 + ~(1 - S)j, u unit of k, 5 a 
primitive m-th root of 1, so 
Hence 
v-‘s(u)(x) = (1 + fP)(l - 5”)j)“-’ 
E 1 + v-lud@(l _ 5”)’ (mod ~9). 
(z;-AS) z I + ,ZZA~(~)(~ - Iw)j (mod p2j). 
Now us(“) = u (mod p) and ((1 - <“)/(I - 5)) E v (mod p), so 
&-lp(~) (w)’ z &W-l (mod p), 
For t a unit of Z, , xt E U, - U,,l ; in particular take t = I/(p - 1). If 
j = 1 (mod p - l), then ,&j-1 = p - 1 and the result follows. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Take k # k, . As above let 4 = L’as;’ E EG C Z&G. 
If x E Ul+2(p--1) and p = x0, then k(/W*)/k is unramzfied. 
Proof. The necessary condition p = 8” (mod k*“) holds because 
(7 - c)+$ = ~(1 - ~9~)) = 0 (mod mZG) (also true for m = p). 
Let ( , b: k* x k* + W be the Hilbert norm residue symbol (see 
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[3, Part II, pp. 53-551) for its properties. The extension k(yl/““)/k, y E k, 
is unramified if and only if (y, z), = 1 for all z E U, . Now 
and 
6 4, z) m = s,qx, ,e),“,) 
= (x, ZS”), 
Thus (/3, z), = (x, Nk,a,(z))n where NkIpB is the norm map. It is known 
[8, Prop. 9(ii)] that the subgroup consistmg of 1 and the elements y f 1 
in U, such that Nkla,(y) # 1 is a direct factor of U, and is exactly the 
multiplicative group 1 + pit’, . Thus for some b EZ, , Nk,a,(z) = 
((1 + pb)p--l)p”-‘. Then 
(8, & = (x, (1 + pb)p-l);n-l 
= (x, (1 + pb)p-l), 
= (NW,,(X), (1 + PbP-9, 
where the symbol of the last line is the Hilbert norm residue symbol 
( , )a: k,* x k,* + group of p-th roots of 1. By Proposition 4.2 
NklkO(x) E U,’ (Ui’ the filtration on units of k,). By Proposition 4.1 
k(Nklk,(x)ll”)/k is unramified and so (8, z), = 1. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Take k # k, . For x E Ul+z(o-l) - iJ2, , t as above, 
fl = xE, the extension k@‘J”‘)/k has degree m. 
Proof. It suffices to prove k(/?llP) # k. Now 
k@‘l”) = ,7@lI(P--1)p) since (P,P - 1) = 1 
= k((xelE’)l’p) by Lemma 1 
= k(Nklk,(x”‘)““). 
The element xel E U1+2(D-1) - U,, by Lemma 2; Nk,k,(~el) E U,’ - U&, 
by Proposition 4.2, so kO(Nklk,(x”l)‘lP) is an unramified extension of 
degree p. Since k/k,, is totally ramified, k(Nklko(xel)llp) # k. 
Remark. An alternative proof of Proposition 4.4 due to Iwasawa 
uses the fact that when we write the factor elU, in the d-decomposition 
of U, as W x Y, then Y s ZJ as &F-modules [7, Theorem 191. 
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THEOREM 2. Suppose x E Ul+i(l)--l) - Uz+i(9-1) , i = 1 if k = k, , 
i=2 ifkfk,. The extension k((x”)‘l”)/k is unramljied and has degree 
m =pn. 
Proof. For k # kO, this is just Propositions 4.3 and 4.4. For k = k, , 
note f/(p - 1) = e, (mod p&d). Then use Lemma 2 and Proposition 4.1. 
Note added in proof (October 15, 1973): 
As an application of Theorem 1, we give another proof of a result of Reiner [Mat. 
Zametki 3 (1968), 523-527. MR 37# 52701. Denote by C(Rrr) the reduced class group 
of the ring R?r. Replacing a left projective Rn-module M by the contragredient module 
M* induces an involution of C(Rm). In particular, take R = Z and 5~ of prime order p; 
then C(Rv) E C (maximal order of QG) g C(s), S = Z[p d/T]. 
Reiner proved that the involution on C(s) is induced by replacing a fractional Sideal 
by the inverse of its complex conjugate. Turning to ambiguous ideals ‘u in a tamely 
ramified extension K/Q with * = G(K/Q), we note that as Za-modules 
8* g @lo)-r, (D the different of K/Q). 
Thus the class of ‘u and of 2l* in C(Zr) can be calculated by the Corollary to Theorem 
1, and we regain Reiner’s result. We have made use of the fact that all orbits of C(S) 
under the action of G(Q(p di)/Q) are represented by isomorphism classes of S @ Zn?ll, 
for suitable ambiguous ideals U and extensions K/Q. 
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